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The 8 million fans of TLC’s hosts, Clinton Kelly and Stacy London, present spot-on fashion
wisdom— Now the show’s hottest show, What Never to Wear, know it as the area to go for real-life
advice on fashion.ts, seasonal alternatives, and must-haves that will deliver the
answers.Dressing tips intended for 26 body types! Clinton and Stacy’re looking for a way to
accentuate your assets, puzzling over the right print pattern for your frame, or just searching for
a solution to the dilemma “ you’work” for you personally.in this fully illustrated, authoritative,
and irreverent style information to dressing your best for each and every occasion. Features 18
women and 8 men: bigger on top, bigger on bottom level, a little extra in the middle, not curvy,
extra curvy, small-framed, athletic, and more!ll find here the common tips, dos and don’s
surefire way for boosting appearance rests on the belief that we may all earn admiring glances
by selecting clothes that play up our positives and make a balanced body shape.What do I have
to wear to look fabulous?” In Dress YOUR VERY BEST, Clinton and Stacy match an array of female
and man body types with an ideal work, casual, and night time attire, showing you just how to
make your very best parts “Whether you’with an attitude— Dress Your Best is certain to be the
standard by which all other fashion guides are measured.
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I loved this a lot I loved this a lot.Lucy Chen love the show, love the book great book, especially
for those who are absolutely clueless about style. A great many other style books make use of
artist's drawings, but this reserve features actual live people (not professional models with their
ridiculous Barbie proportions) with different body types and this adds another dimension..but
that's forgivable. I can combine aspects of your body types represented and mish-mash the data.
With these three books, you are arranged to transform your wardrobe no matter what your body
type and spend less by minimizing the wrong purchases. I am certain that neither of these two
have a mean bone within their body, but they are effective. Thus I price them highly as fashion
educators, and I would under no circumstances decline their commentary or opinion. And --
though this may appear to be sacrilege for a bibliophile -- I'm tearing out the pages that interest
me, and storing them in my own style notebook.? i believe i know about style, but these folks
are experts! Worthwhile reading for women of any shape, size, or age First of all, keep in mind
that you're buying this publication to read eight web pages that apply -- very specifically -- to
your gender and physique.In conclusion, I will suggest "The Science of Sexy" by Bradley Bayou
(see my various other review).They happen to be extremely important eight pages. You'll be
amazed at some of the transformations, and you instantly discover what the authors are talking
about - it had been easy to really apply the guidelines. Fun read; The great thing about it is that
it photos real people instead of using drawings, financial firms also among its limitations.For
women, this book is split into body types/issues: Bigger on Top, Bigger on the Bottom, A Little
Extra in the Middle (I really like that discretion), Curvy, Not Curvy, and Extra Curvy.Within each
physique, you will discover three sections: Petite, Typical Height, and Tall. You'll find yourself in
another of them, with good advice from neighboring chapters.Rather than buying the next
blouse, skirt, or jeans that your mom, sister, daughter, or (jealous) friend tells you looks "so cute
you," buy this publication. For instance, it says that you ought to use cap sleeve to make your
shoulders look broader, nonetheless it does not say what other sleeves you can put on;
Honestly, easily hadn't noticed some of those "before" photos, I'd under no circumstances
believe the "after" styling could transform them so totally. by Jesse Garza and Joe Lupo. It
removed all question about which body type matched mine. For me, it was kind of, "Wow. It is
ok.. I could look that good, as well, if I make smarter clothing options... glamorous treatment of
beautiful and REAL body types, and fun throughout."So, while you may balk at the thought of
buying a whole book for just eight truly useful web pages, compare the cost of this reserve with
just how much you've spent on clothes you never felt really good about. Four webpages of text
and four illustrations -- laser-focused on your own best looks -- tell you what's essential to look
for (and prevent) when choosing what to wear. if see your face read the book from cover to
cover, they might recognize that in the 1st couple pages, the authors of the reserve
recommended to learn all the webpages of all the other body types. Wonderful Guide I find
myself referring to this book over and over because of the beautiful color pictures.. For me
personally, this book was value buying. I found all of the examples interesting and informative.
Many tips which are highly relevant to everyone are included in the body types which might
nearly match yours.Concerning the reviews which claim that only a few pages are relevant to
any one person - this is not true!No one style book can do everything. For fantastic information
regarding fit, I would recommend The Pocket Stylist by Kendall Farr. For figuring out your style
and many other organizational guidelines, I would recommend Nothing to Use?It made the
ladies real. They did cover the most prevalent body types, and ACTUALLY they do this with love
and grace.... some people wear clothes that i cannot also visit a human; They're pure gold.It is
probably that the reader, regardless of very much how closely she/he may identify with one of



the versions in the publication, her/his body shape is still very different from that model! all
over the place i look, i see people wearing clothes so tight that i could see their panty line, bra
line, and also cellulite line. i believe everyone should own this book.. or 2) a Petit, not curvy, who
is a size 0 but a total rectangle without curves..There isn't much information given to each
physique either. Although it gives you reasons for why a model is normally dressed such ways, it
generally does not condition alternatives.I especially loved the photos of the models in dark
leotards, warts and all. or it says as a petite size 0 (not curvy), you should use white matching fit
for work (as opposed to black) to increase impact, but it does not say what designs of jackets,
skirts or pants you can wear, and what colors other than white.You might browse other sections
and learn from them, but the real value will maintain simply eight pages of this 250 page book.
It is the best of the best! It was extensive but I was sad to see my body type not described (5'6"
deliberate muscle mass, mid-40s fit chick). OBTAIN IT NOW! i remember reading a review of the
book there are "only 3 webpages for your unique body type". It will give you a lot more
confidence when you open up your closet door, or head to the mall to revise your closet. the
book offers many techniques on how to conceal "flaws" and accentuate "assets" no matter what
body type you are. it is an excellent book. The "matching" models would be either 1) Petite,
Curvy, who is a size six to eight 8; Myself for instance, I am a petite, I am an hourglass form (with
shoulders and bottom level same measurement, bust somewhat smaller sized and a well-
defined waist) and a size 0. This book features many real people with different body shapes
(men and women), and shows you how they should dress for work, casual and formal. it looks
like a pile of clothing. i still observe people use an outfit of most one color. this publication is
for all those people especially.
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